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SGA Treasurer Avoids Impeachment
h m m I
SGA Treasurer Maria Soares (tar left, with Attorney General Anthony Guttilla, President Angelo Lilia, Vice President Amy Chicken and Secretary Matthew DePasquale) dodged impeach­
ment Wednesday afternoon after Chief Justice Joe Specchio filed a complaint regarding her neglect to produce a monthly report that also questioned her ethics.
Shayna Jacobs 
N ew s E d ito r
A secret ballot vote to determine 
whether the impeachment charg­
es against Student Government 
Association T reasurer M aria 
Soares w arranted a subsequent 
trial failed at Wednesday’s final 
general assembly of the semester.
On Thursday, Dec. 7, SGA 
President Angelo Lilia told The 
Montclarion that Soares had offi­
cially decided to resign and that he 
and Vice President Amy Chicken 
were in the process of helping her 
write a resignation letter.
On the afternoon of Monday, 
Dec. 11, Soares’s office was cleared
of her belongings, her office hours 
had been removed from her door 
and she had told office employees 
that she was resigning. She called 
the indications “acts of anger.”
The vote result rendered an 
emotional response from Soares, 
who was under scrutiny for charges 
including “not providing a monthly 
financial report to the legislature 
as mandated by the constitution,” 
being “unreliable in holding her 
posted office horns, thus being dif­
ficult to reach” and failing to attend 
weekly Appropriations Committee 
meetings.
President Angelo Lilia refer­
enced the allegation addressing 
her attitude, which “has been dis­
tasteful and [has] offended people
“What I said [about 
the report] was an act 
of impulse and I was 
unprepared to defend 
myself. Nobody came to 
me about not performing 
my duties.”
M aria Soares 
SGA Treasurer
and organizations,” as stated in
the official complaint submitted by 
Chief Justice Joe Specchio on Dec. 
7 to Attorney General Anthony 
Guttilla.
“I feel that she has learned her 
lesson,” said Lilia. “It does take a 
while to learn about her personal­
ity.”
Impeachment proceedings are 
typically handled after all regu­
lar meeting business is finished. 
Guttilla explained that the charg­
es were brought up before regu­
lar business because Soares had a 
final exam time conflict.
“Right now you’ve got to vote 
on whether or not to have a trial 
to remove [Soares],” said Guttilla, 
addressing the legislature at the
commencement of the proceedings.
Soares was questioned about a 
statement made at the prior meet­
ing that she “had no idea what a 
monthly report was until about last 
week.”
“Everyone needs help at times,” 
said Soares, addressing the body. 
“It would have been a great help for 
someone to say ‘Maria, you haven’t 
been doing a monthly report,’ 
instead.”
“What I said [about the report] 
was an act of impulse, and I was 
unprepared to defend myself. 
Nobody came to me about not per­
forming my duties,” she added.
SEE ‘IMPEACHMENT’ ON P. 3
Advisor to Fraternities and Sororities Hayden Greene at Tuesday's Greek 
Council meeting before a motion was passed to go into closed session.
Greek Council W ithholds Information 
Regarding Closed Session  Meeting
Shayna Jacobs 
N ew s E d ito r
An undisclosed vote made 
Tuesday’s Greek Council meet­
ing a closed session, on a motion 
posed by councilmember Jon Velez 
of Phi Sigma Pi. The vote was held 
before any meeting business was 
discussed.
In addition, a motion was passed 
during the closed assembly to with­
hold the disclosure of the minutes 
from the two prior meetings, which
had been specifically requested by 
The Montclarion. The request for 
information was in regards to a 
bill to change the freshmen pledg­
ing policy, which failed in recent 
weeks’ council proceedings and was 
discussed at the Nov. 28 and Dec. 5 
sessions.
“They can’t  do that,” said SGA 
Vice President Amy Chicken, who 
said she would be looking into the 
m atter of the denial to release the 
minutes from the open sessions.
“At the council meeting, the
body voted not to hand out minutes 
from the last two meetings, as well 
as minutes from the closed ses­
sion,” said Greek Council secretary 
Suzanne Lockhart, who added she 
could say nothing more about the 
meeting because it had been closed 
to the public.
“Point of order: there has been 
a move to make a closed session. 
Everyone has to clear the room,” 
said Hayden Greene, the Advisor
SEE ‘COUNCIL’ ON P. 3
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MSU Campus Calendar
______
THURSDAY, 14 MONDAY, 18
Classes End
Third Annual Art Connection, 
George Segal Art Gallery, 
12:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
ASSIST: Coffeehouse, SC Ratt, 
9 p.m.
Piano Night, McEachem Hah, 
8 p.m.
TUESDAY, 19
Co-op Ed Workshop: Who We 
Are, MH, 12 p.m. -12:50 p.m.
FRIDAY, 15 
Bill of Rights Day 
Exams Begin
Co-op Ed Workshop: Tell Me 
About Yourself, MH,
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, 20
SATURDAY, 16 
Hanukkah
Lambda Sigma Upsilon: Stress 
Free Night, SC Ratt,
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Have A Great Weekend! Happy Hobdays!
SUNDAY, 17
Players Performance, SC Annex 
126
WWE: “Armageddon,” SC Ratt, 
8 p.m.
Have A Great Weekend
SGA Notes
-Phi Sigma Sigma was 
rechartered.
-Sigma Sigma Sigma 
was rechartered.
-SGA yearbook appro­
priation passed
Montclarion
The Montclarion is a freely 
distributed newspaper pro­
viding one copy per person. 
Additional copies are $1.00.
Corrections
In last week's issue of The 
Montclariontwo names were 
misspelled: Laura Hutcheon 
and Anthony Guttilla.
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The Police 
Report:
Crimes and Car Thefts 
Persist at MSU
12/5/06 - A student reported receiving 
an imminent threat via computer while 
in the Student Center. This case is under 
investigation.
12/6/06 - A student reported the theft 
of his cell phone while in the Student 
Center.
12/6/06 - University Police arrested 
Raymond P. Sleeper for violating a 
restraining order and making terroristic 
threats. Sleeper made contact with the 
victim via cell phone, threatening to kill 
the victim while in Blanton Hall.
12/6/06 - A student reported the theft of 
his wallet and cell phone while located 
in Life Hall. The student advised police 
he left the items unattended on a bench 
located adjacent to the dance studio.
12/7/06 - A student reported receiving 
alarming phone calls while located in 
Blanton Hall.
12/7/06 - A faculty member reported the 
theft of her GPS unit from her motor 
vehicle while located in Lot 28.
12/7/06 - Cody Hood was arrested for 
possessing under 50 grams of marijuana, 
drug paraphernalia, a weapon and pre­
scription legend drugs while located in 
Blanton Hall.
12/8/06 - A student reported the theft of 
his motor vehicle while located in Lot 46.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
Local News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
ESSEX CO. - The state will 
guard against a potential ter­
rorist attack on chemical-filled 
freight trains by building a 
10-foot-high fence and install­
ing sensors and closed-circuit 
monitors along a 2.6 mile stretch 
of the New Jersey Turnpike 
between Linden and Newark.
The 90-ton tanker cars that 
are often stopped on the rails 
just off the northbound side of 
the Turnpike are a terror threat 
that homeland security officials 
have worried about since bomb­
ings in recent years against com­
muter rails in Spain, England 
and India.
'T he cars, often in plain view 
of passing motorists, are used 
to carry chlorine, ammonia and 
other toxic substances that could 
wreak havoc if the tankers were 
ruptured in an attack.
. An estimated 6 million dol­
lars will be spent by the New 
Jersey Turnpike Authority to 
erect the so-called privacy fence 
to shield the tankers from public 
view.
PASSAIC CO. - Two members
of a small New York City shop­
lifting gang that allegedly stole 
baby formula and liquor from 
stores in Passaic and Sussex 
counties were arrested last 
night when they tried to steal 
a shopping cart filled with baby 
formula, police said.
Mario Schiavone, 25, and 
Jonathan Carrow, 23, both of the 
Bronx, tried to steal the formu­
la, valued at more than $1,000, 
from the F r a n k lin  ShopRite on 
Route 23, but fled when store 
employees gave chase.
The employees gave police a
description of the suspects and 
their vehicle, and the men were 
arrested a short time later in 
Vernon, police said.
Inside their vehicle was baby 
formula and high-priced liquor 
that had been shoplifted earlier 
during the night from stores in 
the Butler area.
Franklin Detective Thomas 
Kulsar said the suspects sold 
most of the stolen goods to vari­
ous merchants in New York City 
for a hefty profit. Both men are 
being held in the Sussex County 
jail on $10,000 bail each.
National News COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL
W ASHINGTON-PresidentBush 
said Wednesday he would “not 
be rushed” into a decision on a 
strategy change for Iraq, saying 
that in  a round of consultations, 
he heard both some interest­
ing ideas and some “ideas that 
would lead to defeat.”
“And I reject those ideas,” 
Bush said after meeting with 
top generals and Defense 
Department officials at the 
Pentagon. He said those ideas 
included “leaving before the job 
is done, ideas such as not helping 
this [Iraqi] government take the 
necessary and hard steps to be 
able to do its jo j.”
Bush spoka with reporters
after wrapping up a round of 
high-level talks on revising his 
Iraq war policy. Earlier, he spoke 
by telephone with two Kurdish 
leaders in Iraq as part of what 
the White House called efforts 
to forge a “moderate bloc” behind 
the shaky central government in 
Baghdad.
FORT MYERS, FL - The sketch 
of the woman who allegedly 
snatched a Florida newborn at 
knife point is plastered every­
where amid the mobile homes of 
Tropical Trailer Park.
At the center of it all is Unit 
43, a worn trailer where Maria 
Fatima Ramos Dos Santos, 23,
and Jurandir Gomes Costa, 26, 
were raising their newborn son.
The mother agreed to give 
directions and got into the SUV, 
carrying Bryan.
Because Ramos Dos Santos 
and Gomes Costa failed to pay 
a debt to smugglers who brought 
them to America two years ago, 
the kidnapping may have been 
retribution, police believe.
LANSING, MICH - After more 
than eight years in prison, a 
frail Dr. Jack Kevorkian will be 
paroled in June with a promise 
that he won’t  assist in any more 
suicides, a prison spokesman said 
Wednesday. Leo Lalonde, the
LONDON - PoI.ce in eastern 
England are combing through 
rural areas, hoping to find out 
who is behind the suspected kill­
ings of five women, all believed 
to be prostitutes, that may be 
the work of a lone serial killer.
P rostitu tes were on 
Wednesday warned to stay off 
the streets of the Suffolk city 
of Ipswich, fearing the killer or 
killers could strike again.
Investigators looking into 
the murders of three female 
prostitutes, whose bodies were 
found-outside Ipswich in recent
weeks, found two more bodies on 
Tuesday.
NAIROBI, KENYA - A Catholic 
priest was convicted Wednesday 
of participating in Rwanda’s 
1994 genocide by ordering mili­
tiamen to set fire to a church 
and then bulldoze it while 2,000 
people were huddled inside.
Athanase Seromba, sit­
ting before the International 
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, 
was sentenced to 15 years in 
prison, although he will get 
credit for the four years he has
served.
The tribunal is based in 
Arusha, Tanzania.
After failing to kill all the 
people inside, Seromba ordered 
the demolition of the church, 
the document said. Priests, nuns 
and followers were implicated in 
the k ill in g s.
TEHRAN, IRAN - Iranian 
P resid en t M ahm oud
Ahmadinejad bn Tuesday told 
delegates at an international 
conference questioning the 
Holocaust that Israel’s days were
corrections spokesman, would 
not provide further details.
Kevorkian, once the nation’s 
most vocal advocate of assisted 
suicide for the terminally ill, 
is serving a 10- to 25-year sen­
tence for second-degree murder 
in the 1998 poisoning of Thomas 
Youk, 52, an Oakland County 
man with Lou Gehrig’s disease. 
Michigan banned assisted sui­
cide in 1998.
Youk’s death was video­
taped and shown on CBS’s “60 
Minutes.”
Kevorkian, who claimed to 
have assisted in at least 130 
deaths in the 1990s, called it a 
mercy killing.
numbered.
Ahmadinejad,* who has 
sparked international outcry by 
referring to the killing of 6 mil­
lion Jews in World War II as a 
“myth” and calling for Israel to 
be “wiped off the map,” launched 
another verbal attack on the 
Jewish state.
His remarks were condemned 
in Washington, where U.S. State 
Department spokesman Sean 
McCormack called the Iranian 
president’s comment “absolutely 
outrageous” in front of report­
ers. '
www.themontclarion.org
IMPEACHMENT
CONTINUED FROM R 1
Matt McCullough I The Montclarton
SGA Treasurer Maria Soares moments after discovering that Specchio’s motion to begin 
impeachment proceedings was voted down by the legislature.
“I found myself surrounded by a 
pool of fake and annoying people 
ready to leech what they could 
get from me and then use me as a 
scapegoat.”
M aria Soares 
SGA Treasurer
“I found myself surrounded by a pool of 
fake and annoying people ready to leech 
what they could get from me and then use me 
as a scapegoat,” read the blog, in référencé to 
the SGA.
“I thought that the SGA was something 
fun, something I could count on, something 
that I  would wake up every morning and be 
like wow, I cannot wait to go intô my office 
today ... nope it wasn’t  meant to be that way 
because I freaking hated it.”
Soares addressed the MySpace blog to the 
legislature.
“I wrote it on a night when I was very 
inebriated and intoxicated,” she said. “We all
The SGA Constitution states that the 
treasurer shall “Assist the President and be 
assisted by the Financial Advisor in prepar­
ing the budget and compiling the account of 
expenditures for the Legislature; and report 
monthly to the Legislature at a regular meet­
ing.”
“This is one single part of my duties that 
escaped my mind,” said Soares.
In a post-meeting interview, Lilia com­
mented, “When I’ve approached her in the 
past, it was about things other than the 
budget report.”
He cited times when he confronted her 
about “being a little more professional in the 
office.”
“My biggest problem is the way she acts 
when nobody’s in the [Treasurer’s office], but 
when people are in  the [SGA] office,” he said. 
“Sometimes curse words come out, and she 
can be overly loud about personal m atters 
when she’s in the office.”
“But from what I’ve seen, the way she 
speaks to organizations is fine,” he added.
Specchio, in his address, read a blog post­
ed by Soares on MySpace on Dec. 7 entitled, 
“Impeachment, cartoon in The Montclarion, 
and w ell... a new life.”
COUNCIL
CONTINUED FROM R 1
for Fraternities and Sororities.
Upon inquiring about “ The Montclarioris 
presence,” before the motion was raised, 
Green said, “You might not have anything to 
write about after the meeting starts.”
Council members expressed confusion 
over the motion to close the session and 
inquired as to Velez’s reason for the request.
“Tonight is our last meeting and a lot of 
things will be controversial, and it will be
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
Ion Velez spoke briefly to The Montclarion 
before motioning for a closed session.
distracting,” said Velez. “We should close it to 
keep the meeting from moving slowly.”
“[Velez raised the motion] basically 
because it was the last meeting [of the semes­
ter] and he didn’t  want a lot of distraction,” 
said Lockhart.
The Montclarion has been informed 
through several sources, including Greek 
Council President Michael Pena, that an 
attempt to change freshmen pledging policy 
would continue, possibly on different terms 
than those laid forth in the failed proposal.
“In an effort to improve Greek Life here 
at Montclair State University, the Office of 
the Advisor to Fraternities, Sororities and 
[Social Fellowships] in collaboration with 
the Greek Council are working on a policy 
that will academically protect first semes­
ter freshmen,” read an e-mail statement 
from Greene about a possible administrative 
policy change. “The proposal was in the exact 
spirit of the bill that you mentioned and was 
reflective of the desire of the Greek Council 
to ensure that these freshmen have a healthy 
academic start a t MSU.”
For the Editor’s Commentary on this story, 
turn top. 9 in the Opinion section.
say things we don’t  mean.”
Some legislators said it was inappropriate 
to bring up comments w ritten on an internet 
blog. Lilia disagreed.
“In the meeting, some people brought up 
that the MySpace thing was inappropriate,” 
Lilia said. “I feel that as an e-board member, 
you represent the SGA no m atter what.”
Vice President Chicken said, “I think it 
was distasteful for [Specchio] to bring [the 
MySpace blog] up.”
She added, “[Soares] said that personal 
matters and business don’t  mix, but they do. 
You have to account for what you do, no mat­
ter what.”
“I feel [her statements] are unbecoming 
of an executive officer, and for her to say that 
the people in the organization are terrible 
means she should not be serving any longer,” 
said Specchio, the complaint’s author, during 
the discussion.
Legislator K rystal Woolston asked 
Specchio if it was true that he brought the 
charges with the intention of running for 
Soares’s position, had she been impeached.
Specchio replied, “It’s not true that I 
wanted her position,” to which Woolston
scarce office-hour attendance and addressed 
allegations that she did not provide advising 
services for organizations that submit pur­
chase requisites.
“It’s not that I don’t  want to interact with 
people,” said Soares. “For heath reasons, it 
was beneficial for me to do things on my own 
and not have extra stress added upon me.”
“My personal life has nothing to do 
with my life in the Student Government 
Association,” said Soares.
Minutes earlier, she cited the time in mid- 
October where a health issue kept her from 
attending her listed office hours.
“I had personal problems, a health issue, 
which kept me from attending classes 
because I couldn’t  physically go,” she said. 
“It’s not something I want to share with the 
world.”
She declined to comment on the ailment 
itself or the symptoms of the illness.
Lilia said he was unaware that Soares 
changed her mind until shortly before 
Wednesday’s 3 p.m. meeting. Chicken said 
the decision was “finalized at [Tuesday eve­
ning’s] e-board meeting,” at which Lilia was 
present.
Matt iwccuiiougn I m e momcianon
SGA legislator Kate Reed (center) used The Montclarion to reference two Class One 
Organization presidents who went on record with complaints they had about Soares.
“I feel [her statements] are 
unbecoming of an executive 
officer... she should not be 
serving any longer. ”
Joe Specchio 
SGA Chief Justice
retorted, “You’re a liar.”
After legislator Kate Reed referenced 
quotations in  last week’s issue of The 
Montclarion, where two Class One organiza­
tion presidents went on the record with com­
plaints about Soares’s financial handlings, 
Vice President Chicken questioned whether 
they could be considered official.
“Is there is anything on paper that could 
be passed around to the legislature?” she 
asked.
In the questioning session following 
Soares’s report, she was asked about her
“I’m relieved that justice was served,” said 
Soares. “I know that with an easier school 
schedule [next semester], everything will 
be up to par again. I also quit a job, and my 
medical problem is under control.”
Dissenters of the meeting’s outcome 
expressed lingering concerns.
“It seems like the legislature wants to pro­
tect its officers more than its organization,” 
said Specchio. “The people who are trying to 
make the organization better are now look­
ing like the bad guys.”
Reed said she thought legislators were 
reluctant to ask certain important ques­
tions.
“There are other legislators who thought 
that if they spoke up, they would have a 
rough time working with [Soares] if the 
impeachment didn’t  go through.”
Specchio said in a private interview that 
weeks ago, he approached Soares with con­
cerns about keeping to her office hours.
“I basically said to her that you need to 
be in your office more because organizations 
need to see you and get help from you,” said 
Specchio. “With this vote, the legislature said 
everything she did is okay.”
Chief Justice Specchio (left of Guttilla, Soares and Lilia) cited “distasteful” behavior by 
Soares and a lack of visiMNy as two reasons for his movement for impeachment.
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plifted up on seas of mixed cocktails 
and beer on tap, a fleet of decadent 
students arrived at the SGA-spon- 
sored Second Annual Masquerade 
Ball on chariots of yellow school 
buses to participate in the sort of 
surreal spectacle that has become 
a recent trend of SGA events of this 
caliber. SGA president Angelo Lilia 
■ ran wild with the idea of creating a 
spectacle of a ball, complete with Mardi Gras- 
inspired centerpieces that overwhelmed the 
tiny round tables that were meant for eating 
a t as well.
Thrown at the tiny, yet satisfyingly inti­
mate, Grand Chalet, the scene that awaited 
the crowds included droves and droves of 
rainbow-colored masks everywhere, provided 
by the SGA, of course. At the entrance, 
piles of these fantastically colored masks 
were provided for everyone. The DJ for the 
event was excellent from the start, play­
ing a mix of current popu­
lar hits like “SexyBack” by 
Justin Timberlake and old­
ies like “Living on a Prayer” 
by Jersey native Bon Jovi • 
that never failed to please 
the crowd. The buffet style 
dinner of Italian mainstays, 
such as Penne a la Vodka 
and Chicken Marsala, man­
aged to fill and satisfy, and 
a photographer was ready to 
capture every embarrassing 
moment for posterity’s sake.
The best entertainment 
of them all, however, was 
the constant free flowing of 
alcohol from the open bar; 
outfitted with the best bar­
tenders the establishment 
had to offer. The result? A 
dizzying spectacle of bodies 
upon a dance floor, creating a 
scene somewhere between a thoroughly more 
dressed-up Eyes Wide Shut and a high school 
prom with spiked punch. For those who pre­
fer elegance, there were ladies all primped 
and proper in their jewel-toned ball gowns 
and jewel-toned drinks to match.
There were a limited array of masks 
brought to the event, but those were the gems 
of the evening. Explosions of feathers, horns 
and medieval jester masks adorned the faces 
of those individuals who decided that masks 
should be worn at a masquerade.
There a t the ball, people forgot who they 
were. An SGA legislator could bump and 
grind with a member of The Montclarion 
and no one would judge or even notice. The 
Masquerade Ball became a night of disregard­
ing boundaries and social norms, therefore 
becoming a break, a break that was just as 
r^efi^fi^'^hid^kiihessful^idifili'ilasquerade 
Ball ended up being.
Masquerade
Ball
Jessica Suico 
Fea tu re  E d ito r
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Jessica Suico 
Fea tu re  E d ito r
or many of the attend­
ees of this year’s 
Winter Ball, sponsored 
by CLUB, getting there 
was half the bin. As 
opposed to the entirely 
gauche school buses 
th a t were provided 
as transportation for 
the SGA-sponsored 
Masquerade Ball) the 
students were chauf- 
feured around in char­
ter buses, complete 
ith  heat and no outside ventilation. The 
location was a mystery, as they usually are 
until last minute for safety reasons, but as 
the epic journey through Bloomfield Aye. 
commenced, it was finally revealed to all of 
the attendees that the venue of the Ball was 
being held in the last place anyone really 
expected.
Downtown Newark is a beautiful place. 
Filled with executive buildings and drive- 
by shootings, it was the perfect and most 
bewildering loca­
tion to have any 
event sponsored 
by M ontclair 
State University. 
Nonetheless, this 
was where the 
Ball was being 
held and no one
all photos courtesy of Laura Hutcheon, Nikita I 
Ramoo and Anthony Guttillal
was deterred from hav­
ing a good time when- 
everyone was dropped 
off in front of the IDT 
Building. To enter, you 
first had to ensure IDT 
security that you were supposed to be there, 
an experience much like having to cross the 
Mexican-American border with Jews as your 
Border police — and then up the elevator 
you go to the 17th floor, where you were 
again greeted by another security checkpoint 
where you would have a flamboyant pink 
bracelet slapped on your wrist, making you 
part of the cool crowd that could get abso­
lutely trashed.
During the beginning hours, the crowd 
was buzzing with kiddies investigating the 
poorly spaced venue and fake-complimenting 
each other's choice of attire. The feast was 
presented buffet style 
in different rooms, 
ranging from hot dogs 
-roasted on an open 
flame to a gray mass 
that was speculated 
to be hummus. Fine 
dining, indeed.
But most of the 
people in attendance 
were there for one 
reason: the open bar.
Poor scholars should 
note that bad orga­
nization and inexpe­
rienced bartenders 
equal long, tedious 
lines and a limited 
number of mixed 
drinks served. Always 
pre-game beforehand 
to prevent the disappointment of sobering up 
while on line.
By the end of the night, everyone — flam­
boyant bracelet on or not — was utterly 
retarded and making fools of themselves 
on the dance floor, singing along to party 
favorites such as “Shout!” and trying their 
hardest to Filipino line dance to the “Electric 
Slide.” People were idiots and some even 
threw up on the bus ride home, but things 
like that after events like the Winter Ball 
are expected. At face value, the Winter Ball 
was a success, but to many attendees, it was 
lacking in the same vibrancy as the previous 
BaH .v. \ v .
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Leonardo DiCaprio surely shines in his new film Stood Diamond, in which he plays a diamond smuggler and ammunitions dealer. It’s  been hard for DiCaprio to be seen as a serious actor 
after Titanic, but he pulls it off well.
DiCaprio's
Tom Shields 
O pinion E d ito r
It finally happened: a day I have dreaded 
for the last 10 years. Like many men my 
age, Leonardo DiCaprio has been a plague to 
my existence ever since his breakout role in 
Titanic.
For a good three years with movies like 
Romeo + Juliet and The Man in the Iron 
Mask, DiCaprio was the gold standard of
New Film is a
what a man should be to most women our age, 
and we all suffered one way or another.
But then out of nowhere, something odd 
evolved: he became the brilliant actor critics 
claimed he could be. Yes, it still makes me 
want to vomit as I say this, but if you don’t 
believe me, rent Catch Me I f  You Can, The 
Aviator and What’s Eating Gilbert Grape. You 
are sure to agree.
Sierra Leone is a country in Western Africa 
that in the late “90s experienced wretched tur­
moil in the form of the Revolutionary United 
Front (RUF). They were delinquent rebels who 
gave guns, drugs and booze to 10-year-old boys 
to fight for their cause of taking over the coun­
try and its illegal diamond smuggling ring.
DiCaprio plays Danny Archer, an African 
arms dealer and diamond bootlegger who
Diamond in
supplies the RUF with ammunitions for dia­
monds, He then hides the precious stones in 
his teeth and sheep and smuggles the stones 
out of Sierra Leone to Liberia.
DiCaprio’s Archer has a funny South 
African snooty accent, which at first seems 
a little dodgy, but as the movie progresses, 
blends in nicely. Just like any post-Titanic 
DiCaprio roles, within minutes you forget he 
is one of the biggest stars in the world and 
recognize him only as his character. That is 
a mark of greatness.
Archer bails Solomon Vandy (Djimon 
Hounsou), a fisherman, out of jail after 
hearing that he has a diamond the size of a 
bird’s egg. Vandy has been separated from 
his family when the RUF pillages his village 
and steals his son to brainwash him for their
the Rough
cause, hoarding diamonds to pay for ammuni­
tions.
Vandy is Archer’s meal ticket, but Archer 
is one himself to the beautiful and talent­
ed Jennifer Connelly, who plays journalist 
Maddy Bowen, an adrenaline junky looking 
to use Archer for her story of exploiting the 
diamond ring and its ties to Van De Kaap 
Diamond, a fictional diamond exporting com­
pany that buys and hoards illegal “blood dia­
monds.” Pure and simple supply and demand 
to keep diamond costs up.
Connelly’s portrayal of rogue journalist 
Bowen shows her ability as an actress to keep 
up with DiCaprio’s Archer as she is turned 
on by his rugged manner and his social
SEE ‘DIAMOND’ ON P. 7
AT THE RECORD STORE
Socratic Releases Their Free EP Just Turn Online
Duane Okun, Kevin Bryan, Tom Straton and Vincent D’Amico started the band Socratic in 
2001 and got their big break when they were signed to Drive Thru Records.
By Christina Reynier 
S ta ff W riter
There are several comments that can be 
made about New Jersey, but one thing is 
for sure: this state is home to some of the 
greatest underground bands around today. 
Many of those exceptional bands are easily 
overlooked considering how many there are. 
One of those bands is Socratic.
Socratic is a band that formed in 2001 
and hails from Cranford. The band consists 
of Duane Okun, Kevin Bryan, Tom Stratton 
and Vincent D’Amico. They were originally 
signed to the label No Milk Records, where 
they released their first EP, titled It’s Getting 
Late in 2002.
Socratic got their big break when they 
got signed to Drive Thru Records with the 
release of their first full-length CD, Lunch 
for the Sky, in 2005. Since then, they have 
been touring around the United States and 
gaining major recognition for their unique 
sound.
Socratic’s latest endeavors were placed on 
their newest EP, Just Turn. On Tuesday, Dec. 
5, Socratic released Just Turn online for free
on their MySpace and Purevolume websites, 
wanting fans and friends alike to hear some 
new melodies.
Just Turn was tracked, engineered and 
produced by a friend of the band, M att Rauch, 
who. is also a member of the band Tourmaline. 
Then the EP was sent over to Portrait Studios 
for the songs to be mixed by engineer Chris • 
Badami, who has dealt with CDs for such well- 
known bands as The Starting Line and The 
Early November.
Socratic’s music is a force to be reckoned 
with. They battle other mediocre New Jersey 
bands with a fresh pop rock sound that is 
a bit more daring than what others have to 
offer. With unusual lyrics, enticing vocals and 
a great splash of piano, Socratic brings to the 
table a whole new musical genre.
Just Turn is a new addition to their incred­
ible jams. The five-song EP 1ms a sound that 
any music lover can enjoy. The song titled 
“Blend In” does the exact opposite as it booms 
with a catchy beat and honest lyrics, staying 
true to Socratic’s expertise.
Another song that ascends is “Turn,” which 
is a new favorite among Socratic fans. The 
song brings together simple guitar chords
and constant drumming with syrupy sweet 
vocals that would give a person their first, 
and most likely only, enjoyable toothache. 
Socratic is currently touring around the
East Coast, hitting states like Connecticut, 
New York and Florida along the way.
SEE ‘SOCRAflC’ ON P. 7
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AT THE CONCERT HALL
Deftones Lights up the Electric Factory
Colleen Wermuth 
S ta ff Writer
Anyone who was lucky enough to witness 
the Deftones on tour thus far can agree that 
the band has indeed come a long way.
All throughout their musical career, the 
Deftones have remained supreme in their 
ability to captivate an audience, whether 
through their heavy “nu” metal riffs or 
through their ambient “dream-pop” sound.
“Rock critics usually reserve a special 
place for the Deftones,” says writer Johnny 
Loftus. “While they definitely share thè influ­
ence of a group like Tool with peers like Korn, 
Deftones has always seemed more curious 
[and] more willing to incorporate tradition­
ally revered sounds.”
Indeed, the five guys from Sacramento 
are not only renowned for their .successful 
experimentation musically, but their diehard 
fans and intense live performances are forces 
to be reckoned with. The Dec. 2 show at the 
Electric Factory was as exciting as it was 
sentimental.
The band started off their nearly two- 
hour long set list with “Rats! Rats! Rats!,” 
a song off their new album Saturday Night 
Wrist. This was followed by “Digital Bath” 
and “My Own Summer,” two of my personal 
favorites and two previews of the highlights 
to come.
Hits “Be Quiet and Drive,” “Hexagram” 
and “Minerva” soon followed, while per­
haps one of the most amazing moments of 
the night was found midway in the set in 
“Passenger.”
The song’s chorus, originally recorded 
and sung by Tool front man Maynard James 
Keenan, was instead belted out by Deftones 
front man Chino Moreno.
I was amazed that I was able to even hear 
the song, since the entire audience screamed 
and sang along at the top of their lungs. It
was evident Chino’s vocal chords were hurt­
ing after this one, but it was well worth it.
Despite the vocal strain, Moreno still 
managed to add more screaming to the new 
hit “Hole in the Earth,” as well as superbly 
hitting every high note in “Root.” More high­
lights were found within the encore, which 
included two new songs and two old goodies.
“Change,” perhaps the most popular radio 
h it for the Deftones, was of course a h it with 
the audience as well. And, as always, Chino’s 
voice sent chills up my spine.
The last song of the night began with 
Chino thanking everyone who has been there 
since Adrenaline, their first album. The band 
then ripped into the opening chords of “7 
Words,” an appropriate closing song, leaving 
everyone just as fired up exiting the show as 
they were coming in.
I admit to feeling a bit skeptical coming to 
this show, fearing the band would play mostly 
new material. Although six of the 19 songs 
were off their new album, I Was extremely 
impressed.
I’ve heard many fellow Deftones fans say 
Saturday Night Wrist is too reminiscent of 
Chino Moreno’s side project, Team Sleep. 
However, I beg to differ. The new album may 
seem more spacy and ambient than others, 
but it still contains the original roots of the 
“Tones if you look close enough.
It was no wonder why the band chose 
“Cherry Waves” and “Kimdracula” as the first 
songs of the encore. The overall feel of the 
new album seems to mesh oddly well when 
performed with the majority of the band’s 
older songs.
Yet another reason why this show stood 
out was its ability to accurately capture the 
true behavior of a Deftones fan: rude, bel­
ligerent and crazy, yes, but also dedicated, 
ambitious and damn proud to be a fan. I 
would know, as I am one of them.
Although Philadelphia’s Electric Factory 
is usually considered a small venue, one
The Sacramento-based band The Deftones continued to astound fans at their latest show 
at the Electric Factory in Philadelphia.
wouldn’t  take notice if one was in the pit. The 
.crowd was absolutely wild, and there was 
definitely a lot of body sm ash in g  and crowd 
surfing, Combined with a lot of drunken fist­
throwing and head-banging, to say the least.
The atmosphere a t a Deftones show is 
probably not the safest route for the weak 
and timid. Yet, as a 5-foot female who tackled 
the pit successfully, I would still recommend
seeing this band live no m atter what.
The Deftones are definitely “deft” in their 
music, and if you’re not won over by their 
studio sound, you’ll probably fall in love with 
their five performances.
If you get a chance to catch this band on 
tour, take it. And for all you hard-core fans 
out there, yes, Chino still wears his red and 
white tube socks.
DIAMOND
CONTINUED FROM P. 6
SOCRATIC
CONTINUED FROM P  6
courtesy of Warner Bros.
Hounsou (left) has shown potential in films like Amistad and Gladiator, but is at the top of his game in Edward Zwick’s Blood Diamond.
Darwinist approach to Africa, as well as the 
world. It is Archer who says to Bowen that 
“God left here a long time ago.” A very deistic 
thought that embodies his life in a turbulent 
country. Voltaire would be proud.
Director Edward Zwick shows powerful 
images of tainted youth with kids no older 
than 12 joining the RUF, sometimes against 
their will, as in the case ofVandy’s son. These 
children are brainwashed by their peers, and 
in the process become beer-drinking, homy 
heroin addicts with automatic weapons: a 
deadly combination.
Seeing the transformation of Solomon’s 
son from harmless and naïve to the crass 
and mentality unstable self-proclaimed “baby 
killer* is terrifying and one of Zwick’s stron­
gest points of the movie.
What Zwick does the best is show the
animalistic nature of the rebels, especially 
when one’s youth and innocence is stripped 
away. He wants the audience to empathize 
with the disenchanted youth, especially for 
Vandy, whose journey to find his son is the 
polar opposite of Archer’s ambitions.
To Vandy, his son represents the future of 
Africa: a better life of peace and prosperity. 
Archer only agrees to help find his son in 
exchange for the location of the diamond.
-Hounsou’s portrayal of Solomon Vandy is 
nothing short of spectactular, as he brings the 
fierce intensity that has made him a major 
supporting actor in movies like Amistad and 
Gladiator. A  Best Supporting Actor nod from 
the Academy this winter shouldn’t  be a sur-' 
prise.
The only problem with the movie is that 
toward the end, Archer goes on this Rambo-
esque shooting spree against an RUF camp. 
He takes out 16 or so armed men while going 
out unscathed. This part teeters on making 
a great movie into a cheesy summer action 
flick, but maybe its actions are vindicated 
because we find out Archer was actually a 
soldier in South Africa during the ‘80s and 
‘90s.
Other than that, Blood Diamond is one of 
those movies that, after you see it, you leave 
in silence trying to comprehend exactly just 
what you saw, especially when it is based on 
actual events. You feel blessed and cursed 
at the same time. America is a bubble that 
blinds us from the brutal nature of this 
world.
Blood Diamond is topical even today in 
that it draws parallels to the war profiteering 
in Iraq and the genocide in Darfur.
They will be back in their home state of 
New Jersey by the end of December. Stay 
tuned for upcoming tour dates, as they will 
be playing in the tri-state area soon.
Socratic is a local band that definitely 
does not get the kind of credit they deserve. 
They have a lot of potential and are pushing 
their way up the musical ladder with their 
unconventional and striking beats.
Just Turn can be downloaded at 
www.purevolume.com/socratic or 
www.mjrspace.com/socratic.
courtesy of Socratic
Socratic’s five-song EP is available for free 
download on Myspace.com
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H b  Teflon Treasurer Œ lje  í l l p n t c l a r í o n
Kevin Dunphy I
J)tck cfiacfley
The Jessica dumped me 
TOUR '06
beI not tom going
able make th eto
todaym eeting
I(Bd »t^ VACShII
■ W S S rp m ¡1S
If you are reading this ediloral, then Maria Soares ha* taken 
her first step in becoming a better Student (Jovemmem Association 
Treasurer. On Wednesday, Chief Justice Joe Specchio motioned for 
a vote for an impeachment tn a l agiiinst Soares because of‘"her neg­
ligence in fulfilling monthly budget reports and the fierce difficulty 
of her being reached in her office. She has also has not attended a 
single Appropriations Commit!**? meeting this semester while hav­
ing a distasteful attitude that offends people and organization*.’’
This lengthy laundry list gives plenty of justification to go to 
trial, but after a secret ballot was cast among the SGA legislators, 
it was decided that Soares would not be officially charged. The 
2/3 majority vote to begin impeachment precedings wa* not met, 
and this new development only shows the possible special interest 
issues going on in the SGA. The InterVarsity ('hnstian  Fellowship's 
crimes look petty compared to Soares’s.
In the black and white of the SGA Constitution, it is Soares* 
who has to provide monthly budget reports, which she has failed to 
do. because until last week, 'h e  did not know what they were. At 
Wednesday s meeting »he made a rebuttal to this statement, saying 
she was just acting on her ‘'impulse." And then, in a scene right of 
Phmaiy Colors, Vice President Amy Chicken asked. "Maria, what 
is a monthy financial report?" to which Soares gave a perfect text­
book definiton -not like she had a week to team it or anything'. The 
whole encounter seemed terribly staged, and po-+ibl\ insulted the 
intelligence of every person at the meeting. Politics 101 at its finest. 
Karl Rme would lie proud.
While Soares was being bombarded by questions for her incon­
s ta n c y  in the SGA office and at SGA meetings, she admitted that 
the reason she has not heen around as much Is because she had 
some health issue* in October that took time to resolve. She also
“The best part about the whole 
ordeal was Soares's MySpace blog 
that stated how much she hated 
the SGA because o f‘the pool.of 
fake and annoying people*... She 
is truly a journalist’s best friend.”
mg before Thanksgiving break with only five legislators present.
Lilia did defend the IVCF for the same reason at that particular 
meeting, but the legislature did it anyway The IVCF i* allowed to 
he rushed out of town like a bunch of lepers without any consider­
ation for trying while Soares gets a second chance. Sounds like a 
special interest confluì, as well as a heady double-standard.
The best part about the whole ordeal was Soares’s MySpace 
blog that stativi how much she hated the SGA because of th e  pool 
of fake and annoying people.’ " When this was brought up at the 
meeting by Specchio, Soares's defense was that she was inebriated 
when she wrote the blog Yes, she said inebriated multiple times 
while defending herself about the blog. She is truly a journalist’s
It is unfortunate that the SGA legislature did not vote for 
the trial, because it would not mean immediate impeachment 
Subpeonns would be handed out by the judicial branch of the SGA, 
and whoever is summonsed would have to tell the truth on the
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could not make one particular SGA meeting because she went to 
a Nick Lachcy concert. Presidimi Pro Tempore Jeremy Slagle, who 
endorsed the impeachment with Specchio, stated at the meeting he 
felt sorry for her perennai illness, but what about the two months 
after she finished receiving treatment or even the month before? 
Soares replied that she was always around before she became sick. 
Well, if that’s the case, please note that the whole Wu-Tang death 
threat situation happened in September, before the health crihL*.
SGA President Angelo Lilia decided to put his two cents in the 
whole debacle and side with Soares, «¡lying, ‘We work together as 
a  team." Weil tha t might sound like a  coot pep talk to  your players, 
Coach, but when you say teamwork, does f i a t  mean alfe  helping 
write her resignation just days before? LtHa also added th a t the 
legislature shouldn’t  vote to go to  trial, considering it is  th e  last 
meeting before h re a k a n d  something this drastic shouldn’t  be 
rushed. Wait a  second! p i s  sounds strikingly familiar. Hold on for 
a  second, we’re going to check our archives. !
Okay, the reason this sounds so familiar is thè InterVarsity 
Christìan Felìowship’s decharterment was rushed on the la s t meet-
nxsord in front of the lour SGA Justices. This would give everyone 
the chance to see if more facts come to light. It would be the ratio­
nal thing to do. but the legislature took the irrational decision to 
not vote1 for thi«
Most felt that the impeachment was more about Maria’s 
personal hfe than her public life a» SGA Treasurer. But the fact 
is that work and play intertwine, e'pecL-illy in a public position 
Not in the matter of her illness, which is. unfortunate, but in the 
matter that after her illness, she was not around to sign check« for 
organizations because of her joh and classwork.
This is a  volunteer position; no one is  holding a  gum to your 
head. If you have too much on your plate, maybe you shouldn’t  be 
treasurer. You did say in the SGA elections last year that you had: 
“great tíme management skills." 1
Good luck, M aria We are sorry that you didn’t  feel well and all, 
but let’s see if you can prove us wrong and actually do your job. 
Ho more death threats, blogs or unsigned checks, savvy? Because 
w ifi alt your shenanigans th is past yeatijKXi should resign. Thank 
you Maria for not stealing this paper!
Got an Opinion?
Ufsmm*
! WQMKll&spOfjOF
1 m om sm em  ,
The M ontdarion is seeking opinion 
columnists for commentary on both 
national and on-cam pus issues.
If interested, email:
msuopinion@gmail.cont
The M ontdarion  is a Class I Organization of the SGA
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EDITOR’S COMMENTARY
Greek Council Gag 
Order in Effect
Quarantined” Attitude Harmful to Progress
KARL 
DE VRIES 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
U
“Point of order: there has been a move 
to make a closed session. Everyone has to 
clear the room.” These were the warm words 
of one Hayden Greene, 
advisor to Fraternities, 
Sororities and Social 
Fellowships, inreference 
to the presence of sever­
al Montclarion editors 
attending Tuesday’s 
Greek Council meeting.
The Montclarion has 
learned from Suzanne 
L o c k h a r t , G r e e k  
Council secretary, that 
the council voted not to hand out minutes 
from the past three meetings, including 
Tuesday’s closed session. What do they have 
to hide? What transpired this week (and the 
past two weeks) that Greek life has deemed 
too sensitive for the average student to be 
aware of?
A Greek sorority member (speaking on 
condition of anonymity) told nle that Hayden 
told both her and the Greek Council that a 
bill had been proposed to change university 
policy, requiring first semester freshman 
pledges to m aintain a 2.0 grade point aver­
age as a group. If their collective average 
fell below this standard, the fraternity or 
sorority would not be allowed to pledge first 
semester freshmen for threeyears.
However, when she inquired further to 
the MSU administration, she was told that 
no such bill had been proposed, despite the 
report to the contrary that Hayden had made 
earlier to the Greek Council. To Greek life, 
Hayden offered the opportunity for students 
to write their own bill along these lines, in an 
effort to be “fair,” as he told them that he had 
rescinded the bill from consideration. This 
discussion of pledging was discussed over the 
past three meetings, the same meetings that 
are being withheld from public record.
SGA Vice President Amy Chicken has 
stated that the action of Greek Council in 
withholding the minutes is illegal. Since the 
Greek Council is an Executive Branch of the 
SGA, Chicken’s interpretation, given her 
office, is coming from an informed perspec­
tive.
So who is right in this he said/she said? 
We, The Montclarion, can’t  offer a definitive 
answer, because frank ly , we don’t  know. We 
don’t  know, because on the occasions we’ve 
tried to ask representatives from Greek life 
for information regarding either event plan­
ning or this week’s policy changes, they’ve 
clammed up. Perhaps they feel that if they 
give us the cold shoulder often enough, we’ll 
just go away, disappear like some annoying 
insect allowed to fly out the window.
When Thè Montclarion’s News Editor, 
Shayna Jacobs, was pestered by Hayden 
about why she and other editors were present 
at the meeting, he made a point of saying, 
“You might not have anything to write about 
after the meeting starts.” From that, can we 
assume that plans were already in the works 
to bar The Montclarion from the proceed­
ings?
Another question: what, exactly, has Greek 
life accomplished since Hayden arrived at 
MSÙ in the spring of 2002? The prominence 
of Greek life certainly has not grown in 
the eyes of the administration or student 
body: Three fraternities since March 2002 
have suffered suspension. The success of the 
Greek'.Council .“Programming Board” bill* 
(allotting $10,000 in Student Government
on the occasions we’ve 
tried to ask representatives 
from Greek life for 
information regarding 
either event planning or 
this week’s policy changes, 
they’ve clammed up.”
Association funds for Greek programming) 
occured primarily through the influence of 
SGA election-hopefuls.
A quick trip to the Greek life page on 
the MSU website (http://www.montclair.edu/ 
pages/GreekAffairs/members.htm) shows a 
tab of Greek Council minutes, a convenient 
way for the average student to view what 
the Greek Council actually accomplishes. 
A quick click on this tab, however, only 
promises that “minutes [are] coming soon” a 
suspect announcement given that this is the 
tail end of the semester and that the Greek 
Council has been meeting every Tuesday 
since September.
Actually, none of the tabs under the 
sub-category “Current Greeks” provides any 
information, save the “paperwork” section, 
which, in reality, provides nothing in terms 
of paperwork or hard information. Since 
the website provides no window into the 
developments of the Greek community and 
Greeks have been assigned an advisor who 
marginalizes the importance of the' student 
press, Greek life has essentially quarantined 
themselves from the rest of this campus.
In the fall of 2004, when I first began 
writing the Main Editorial for the paper as 
Opinion Editor, I referred to Greek life as a 
“community of self-involved drama queens.” 
At the time, Greeks both inside and outside 
my fraternity chastised me for “making 
them look bad” (never mind that such objec­
tions precisely illustrate my point).
For Greeks, image often takes precedence 
over what is considered right and wrong. 
They offer The Montclarion nothing in terms 
of openness or communication, then whine 
when we don’t  cover their events as often as 
they’d like. (For reference, on the occasions 
we have covered Greeks this semester, the 
stories have been traditionally positive, from 
my fond rush memories to homecoming to 
Delta Xi Delta’s benefit concert.)
Certain brothers in my fraternity are con­
cerned that, due to this article, the organiza­
tion will suffer political setbacks and disap­
proval from the community. My only response 
to this apprehension is that I am writing this 
as Editor-In-Chief of The Montclarion, not a 
Greek. Actually, I’m writing this from thé 
standpoint of Editor-In-Chief and as a stu­
dent of MSU, who’d like to know more about 
how Greek life is operating and what direc­
tion they’re taking towards the future.
Since I pledged in the fall of 2003, I’ve 
been present for Greek life’s ongoing mission 
to gain influence and respect from the over­
all MSU community. Perhaps an open rela­
tionship with The Montclarion, the student’s 
voice of this campus, would be a productive 
start.
Karl de Vries., an English major, is  in h is first 
year as Ediior-in-Chief for The Montclarion.
Bush: Abusing the 
Trust of America
T h e  War in  Iraq is a Mess and No O ne Cares
DAVID 
CLARKE 
ASSISTANT A&E 
EDITOR
When the occupation of Iraq began, most 
of America was behind our President. 9/11 
was just a couple years earlier and the 
country wanted safety 
and revenge. Of course, 
there was no evi­
dence linking Saddam 
Hussein to A1 Qaeda, 
but the country trust­
ed our President. He 
claimed Iraq had weap­
ons of mass destruction, 
and although there was 
no evidence, again the 
country trusted  our 
----------------------  President.
The Iraq occupation has gotten worse 
and worse by the month, but President Bush 
told the country to “stay the course,” and 
as always, the country trusted him. Why 
wouldn’t  the United States trust President 
Bush? It’s not as if a politician has ever lied 
to us (to quote Borat) “not!”
Now that Iraq is in a state of civil war, 
thousands of American lives have been lost, 
hundreds of thousands of Iraqi lives are gone 
(which is no less significant) and no weapons 
of mass destruction have been found. There 
has never been any links found between Iraq 
and A1 Qaeda, and Iraq itself is becoming 
a breeding ground for more terrorists than 
ever. So isn’t  it time we pull out of Iraq?
The country seems to think so, with a 
massive change in the legislative power 
and Democrats taking over the House of 
Representatives and the Senate. The 
President, on the other hand, does not. The 
onjy thing that Bush has changed is his 
rhetoric, announcing he’ll no longer use his 
catchphrase “stay the course,” instead insist­
ing that we cannot “abandon” Iraq.
At this point, the Bush Administration 
has abused the tru st of the American people, 
and for that they should never be forgiven. 
They treat the hundreds of thousands of lives 
lost in Iraq as toy soldiers, with a safe dis­
tance between Washington iand the horrors 
occurring every day overseas.
What is particularly disturbing about the 
current Republicans in office is the amount 
of war profiteering that has taken place. 
Some may say that war profiteering is inevi­
table in any war (likely the same people who 
say that war is inevitable), but this is the 
only war in U.S. history in which the war 
profiteering has been sanctioned by the U.S. 
government.
With all of the problems in Iraq, it’s 
understandable for a sense of cynicism and 
apathy to take over, but too much apathy has 
swept this country. The United States has 
very low voter turnout compared to other 
countries, and that begins on this campus. 
College campuses used to be the birthplace 
of social change, but now each student is 
either too apathetic, cynical or self-centered 
to care. .
This, of course, benefits those in power. 
The worse they govern out this country, the 
more nihilistic people become, and the more 
people believe nothing can be done. However, 
with enough people, much can be done. The 
American people have already spoken in the 
last midterm election, and we’ve only got 
fwo more years of Bush, which could be the 
longest two years of our lives.
One question remains: after the Bush 
Administration has passed, will we ever 
tru st our leaders again? Hopefully, the 
answer is no. When 9/11 occurred, our coun­
try  pulled’together behind the President and 
was ready to put our political parties aside 
for the good of the county. We all trusted the
President, but he betrayed that trust, and we 
must return to the days in which we asked 
questions and kept asking questions until 
honest answers were given.
Just because a tragedy occurs does riot 
mean that human beings become any less 
deceitful, greedy or stupid. Our country for­
got that and trusted the millionaire Texas 
cowboy. Now we are in a bonafide quagmire, 
and we must never trust another politician 
again.
David Clarke, an English major, is in h is first year 
as A ssistan t A rts and Entertainm ent Edtior for 
The Montclarion.
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Former President Confesses InterVarsity’s  Sins
Remember the Titans O nce Again Incites Turmoil and Confusion Among Group Leaders
“It started after a Sunday night m eeting, when Diana 
sat down the executive board to show movie clips from  
Remember the Titans. We were shown clips of 
leadership exam ples, after which the staff worker led 
us in a question dialogue about Ron.”
There has been much confusion in 
the InterVarsity C hristian Fellowship 
Organization this semester at MSU. I know 
this is true, seeing that 
I was the president of 
the chapter until last 
Thursday night when 
I resigned. No one in 
the chapter was aware 
of any problems until 
the organization was 
de-chartered from the 
MICHELLE SGA. Many individuals
TOMASZEWSKI are still wondering why
FORMER IVCF this has occurred and
PRESIDENT_______  w h a t  th e  in i t ia l  co n flic t
was.
Forty members came to an SGA meet­
ing without even knowing what they were 
supporting. ConfusiQn is not of the Lord, 
and-that is my first apology as the chapter’s 
president. The executive board wanted to 
protect names and not disclose too much 
information. I think that the intentions were 
sincere, but good intentions cannot justify a 
wrong. There is division in the Body of Christ 
at MSU and I want to shed light on the situa­
tion.
On Sept. 24, Oreoluwa Fasehun, Diana 
Moore, Linda Jimenez and I met with Ron 
Chicken to discuss concerns with his lead­
ership. The executive board talked about 
outcomes prior to haying our meeting with 
Ron, and it was determined that Ron would 
be asked to step down from leading a small 
group for at least one semester, if not longer.
Ron heard rumors from alumni that he 
was going to be asked to step down inap­
propriately by Diana Moore. He brought an
SGA representative (his sister) and another 
sister in Christ to the meeting as witnesses. 
Diana asked Ron to step down at that meeting, 
and the next day we found out that complaints 
were signed against our organization to the 
SGA. Ron continued to lead because he felt the 
reasons he was being removed from leadership 
were not valid or biblical, so he wanted to stand 
up for tru th  and justice.
Looking at the situation now, I feel that the 
initial meeting on Sept. 24 should have never 
happened. It started after a Sunday night 
meeting, when Diana sat down the executive 
board to show movie clips from Remember 
the Titans. We were shown clips of leadership 
examples, after which the staff worker led us 
in a question dialogue about Ron. I didn’t  think 
anything was “wrong” with him, but after that, 
I started to.
As a Christian organization, my hope was 
that we were Christ-centered and our founda­
tion was on the Bible. In this matter, however, 
the word of tru th  was not handled correctly. I 
didn’t  realize this until a couple weeks ago, but 
we were going to take a person off of leadership, 
not because of any rule he broke, but because
of what we watched in a movie. That was 
wrong.
Ron’s Christian brothers and sisters never 
addressed any concerns to him personally. 
Ron did not violate any of his duties as a small 
group leader, but was judged on appearances 
and people’s opinions. I feel that there is no 
justification to the things brought against 
him. A lot of hurtful things were said about 
Ron’s character and his faith at the Sept. 24 
meeting.
In regards to the printed allegations 
against Ron a few weeks ago, there are some 
points I would like to address as the former 
InterVarsity president. Ron never disrupted 
any worship service to my knowledge, and 
was never asked to “be quiet” by any guest 
speaker. I also do not know how a Christian 
group can find reading the Bible disrespect­
ful. Ron never brought up any controversial 
topics, but one afternoon, hours after an 
InterVarsity event, I brought up the topic Of 
women in the church.
Diana and Linda both knew this, as well 
as the other e-board members, but the accusa­
tion was still brought against Ron of bringing
up controversial topics. No formal com­
plaints were received that concerned Ron 
either.
God calls us to submit to the govern­
ing authorities. InterVarsity agreed to be 
under the SGA; therefore, the SGA was our 
governing authority. I do not feel that this 
is “Christian persecution,” as many others 
believe.
Everything that the SGA says super­
cedes anything that we as an organization 
had in our constitution. If InterVarsity 
was not doing anything wrong, then we 
would still be chartered. The SGA found 
us in  violation of our constitution and we 
were de-chartered. InterVarsity’s defense 
regarding the violations was a word game, 
but a t the time, I sincerely thought that we 
were not in the wrong.
Over Thanksgiving break, I was able 
to clear my head and come to these conclu­
sions. After looking back on what had hap­
pened, I felt obligated to speak the truth 
and shed some light on the situation. I also 
wanted to apologize publicly for where I 
had made mistakes.
I addressed InterVarsity last Thursday 
night, Dec. 7, and announced my resigna­
tion. Ron Chicken also stepped down from 
any leadership role in the group that night 
too. Since the situation was such a public 
event, I wanted the campus to know the 
tru th  and where I stand. As it . says in 
Luke 12:2, “For there is nothing, covered, 
that shall not be revealed; neither hid, that 
shall not be known.”
M ichelle Toma&ewski is  undeclared and writ­
ing her first column The Montclarion.
rr- —L~ —THE BEST OF THE Up to being able to makevending machine purchas es with your swipes.
I Thumbs down to the Recreation Center
not being completed.
Thumbs up to the sushi stand in the 
Rathskellar.
[ he M ontclarion  M ailb ag  Policy
Thumbs down to not being allowed to 
stand on the shuttles.
umbs u p  to Cindy MenegHin’s
courage and bravery.
umbs down to the Sprague library  
Coffee Shop not being 
completed.
Up to the resignation of 
Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld.
to MSU for not decorating 
for the holidays.
1 1 1 1
to the success of the . 
Masquerade and 
W interfiàlls.
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• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words w ill not be 
considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content 
and libel. • Letters w ill not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number 
or e-mail address. « Only one letter by an author w ill be printed each mppth. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m . • 
Letters may be submitted through e-mail to msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, 
Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Montclair, NJ 07043.
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FINAL EXAM  SCHEDULE -  FALL 2006 
Decem ber 1 5 - 2 1
Day Undergraduate and Graduate Courses Evening/Weekend/and Off-Campus
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses
Friday -  December 15
For Classes Meeting on TF or WF at 0700am...............................................0700am-0900am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tor F at 0230pm....................... 0100pm-0300pm
For Classes with First or only Meeting on T orF at 0400pm.............. .....0315pm-0515pm
Monday -  December 18
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 0830am....................0800am -1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 1000am....................1015am-1215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 1130am...................0100pm-0300pm
For Classes with Fira or Only Meeting on M or R at 0100pm ............. „.0315pm -0515pm
Tuesday — December 19
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or F at 0830am.....................0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on T or F at 1000am..............  1015am-1215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on Tor F at 1130am....................0100pm-0300pm.
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on Tor Fat 0100pm....................0315pm-0515pm
Wednesday -  December 20
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on W at 0830am........................... 0800am-1000am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on W at 1000am........................... 1015am-1215pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on W at 1130am.....................'....0100pm-0300pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on W at 0100pm.......................... 0315pm-0515pm
Thursday -  December 21
For Classes Meeting on MR or TR at 0700am............................................ 0700am-0900am
For Classes Meeting on MW at 0700am......................................................0915am-1115am
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 0230pm...................0 100pm-0300pm
For Classes with First or Only Meeting on M or R at 0400pm..................0315pm-0515pm
Exam ination Notes:
Friday — December 15
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Friday at 0530pm.............................. 0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Friday at 0830pm ............................0815pm-1015pm
Saturday — December 16
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 0800am...................1 0800am-1000am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 1100am.......................... 1100am-0100pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Saturday at 0200pm......................... 0200pm-0400pm
Sunday -  December 17
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 0800am............................0800am -1000am
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 1100am............................ 1 lOOam-OlOOpm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Sunday at 0200pm.............................0200pm-0400pm
Monday -December 18
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Monday at 0530pm...........................0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or on^ Meeting on Monday at 0815pm...........................08 15pm- 1015pm
Tuesday-December 19
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tuesday at 0530pm..........................0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Tuesday at 0815pm...........................0815pm-1015pm
Wednesday -  December 20
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Wednesday at 0530pm.....................0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Wednesday at 0815pm.....................0815pm-1015pm
Thursday -  December 21
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Thursday at 0530pm........................ 0530pm-0730pm
For Classes with first or only Meeting on Thursday at 0815pm........................ 0815pm-l 015pm
0700pm Courses
For classes with first or only meeting M, T, W or R at 0700pm........................0745pm-945pm
On regularly 
scheduled 
meeting day
1. “First or Only M eeting’ refers to the w eekly meeting sequence. For example, “First” =  M W , M R, TR, TF, WF. This does not correspond in any w ay to the first time the 
course m et this semester.
2. A ll exam inations are to be held in the regularly assigned classroom . In courses where more than one room is involved, the location o f  the exam  w ill be the sam e as the first 
room o f  a series (e.g., a course m eeting WF in different rooms w ill have the exam in the W  room).
3. Courses w hich have a start tim e other than those listed above should fo llow  the exam schedule for the preceding class start time (e.g. a course beginning at 9:30am w ill fo llow  
the exam period for courses w ith a  first or only meeting at 8:30am; a course beginning at 12:00pm w ill follow  the exam period for courses with a first or only m eeting at 
11:30am). Faculty involved in teaching courses on a “To B e Arranged” basis and w ho require an exam room are asked to make arrangements for a specific tim e and room.
4. Students w ith a tim e conflict, in their exam schedule should im m ediately notify each faculty ¡member involved and make arrangements to reschedule one of] the exams.
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Basketball (Men's)
STEPHANIE MACHIN 
Forward
Stephanie scored 13 points and nine 
rebounds in MSU's 59-47 win over The Col­
lege of New Jersey.
JOHN BYRNE 
Forward
John scored 15 points, nine of which 
came from three-point range, in MSU's 
65-54 loss to TCNJ.
1 Ì
JONATHAN ARTHUR 
Forward
Jonathan picked up 18 points and nine 
rebounds for the Red Hawks in their loss to 
TCNJ on Saturday.
BOBBY fe»
Sports Editor M p fl*
□ S B
Overall Record Upse| Pick 
1 0 6 - 6 9  ( .6 0 6 )
Games Back §-3|
- 0
NJAC Overall NJAC Overall
NORTH DIVISION NORTH DIVISION
Rutgers-Newark 2-0 7-0 W illiam  Paterson 3-0 8-2
W illiam  Paterson 2-0 7-1 Rutgers-Newark 2-0 6-3
Ramapo 2-1 8-1 MSU 2-1 5-5
NJCU 1-2 5-3 Ramapo 0-2 1-6
MSU 0-2 3-5 NJCU 0-3 2-6
SOUTH DIVISION SOUTH DIVISION
Kean 2-1 6-1 Kean 3-0 7-0
TCNJ > 2-1 5-4 Richard Stockton 2-1 4-5
Richard Stockton 1-2 5-3 TCNJ 1-2 4-4
Rowan 0-1 6-2 Rowan 0-1 5-3
Rutgers-Camden 0-2 4-4 Rutgers-Camden 0-3 4-5
Th is W eek Th is W eek
Thurs. vs. Rutgers-Cam den, 7 p.m . No Gam es Scheduled
W ed. vs. B ria rd iffe , 7 p.m .
Last W eek's Results 
12/9 - MSU 54, TCNJ 65
w w w .them ontclarion.org
Basketball (Women's)
Last W eek's Results 
12/12 - MSU 7 8 , Farmingdale State 58
s
Editor’s Picks (Final)
Thursday, D ecem ber 14, 2006 
Panzer Gym , 7:00 p.m .
S  mn
3-5 (0-2 NJAC)
4-4 (0-2 NJAC
m m f i i t  S U p O f f
RED HAWK 
TRIVIA
How many men's soccer players hold the record tor most 
shots in a single game?
LAST EDITION'S QUESTION ___  _  ___
How many individual NCAA champions did the Red Hawk 
wrestling team have?
______________ ANSWER TO LAST EDITION S QUESTION_______________
M ontclair S tate  U niversity w restling had 28  individual w restling cham pions
in its h istory.
HAVE A GOOD RED HAWK TRIVIA QUESTION? 
SEND IT TO MSUSPORTS@GMAIL.COM 
YOUR QUESTION COULD BE PRINTED NEXT WEEK
Visit w ww .m ontclair.edu/athletics.htm l for more information
mmmm mm
